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Books, Learning and the Library of the Colchester Greyfriars
Dr. Christian Etheridge
Introduction
This article looks at what we can
understand

about

Colchester

Greyfriars as a centre of learning in
the Middle Ages by looking at
some of the manuscripts that are
connected with the Franciscan
friary. The Franciscan Order were
heavily involved in preaching and
studying so they needed books for
these purposes. The Franciscans
were highly educated with many
doctors of theology among their
numbers as well as authors on other
subjects. Two notable authors are
Roger Bacon who wrote on scientific

Figure 1: A Franciscan Friar teaching astronomy at a university

subjects such as optics and Bartholomew the Englishman who wrote ‘On the Property of Things’
one of the great medieval encyclopedias. The Franciscans had well-endowed libraries and
facilitated the circulation of books among friars who were preaching and studying. Books would
also be loaned out throughout houses of the Order.
Franciscan Learning and Libraries
The Franciscan Order structured their system of learning through a hierarchy of studia, these
schools instructed the friars in all aspects of knowledge, from basic Latin grammar to the highest
works of science and theology. These studia were graded from local studia providing elementary
teaching all the way up to the studia generalia that were associated with the important medieval
universities. There were two studia generalia in the province of England, they were based at the
friaries of Oxford and Cambridge and were connected to the universities in these cities. Smaller
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studia could be found in large cities, the two nearest to Colchester Greyfriars were in the friaries
of London and Norwich. Colchester Greyfriars was in the Custody of Cambridge which covered
all of East Anglia, so Norwich and Cambridge were the most important studia for the Colchester
friars. There is no evidence of there being any kind of studia in Colchester, but it was certainly a
large and important friary, so it could have contained a local studium.
The Franciscan friaries that had studia would have the largest book collections, but even
smaller friaries could have libraries. These were looked after by a librarian called a custodian.
Libraries were often divided into books that were chained to a desk for reference and those that
were in a cupboard that could be borrowed. Franciscan libraries were remarkably diverse in their
subject matter. They contained a large number of books on the bible with various commentaries.
These would be supplemented with many works of theology and lives of the saints. The
Franciscans worked primarily with sermons and so maybe a quarter of all books would be focused
on these. Other books would focus on subjects as varied as grammar, logic, rhetoric, canon law,
medicine, philosophy, history, the natural sciences, astronomy, and mathematics.
Franciscan books were primarily acquired through donations and wills. Books were
donated directly to the library of the friary or donated to the use of a friar on condition that after
the friar’s death, the book would go back to the friary. Friars often bequeathed their books to the
friary while they were still alive. Friars also bought books, either through their friary or personally
as well as writing and copying books themselves. The friaries did not have scriptoria in the same
sense as the older monasteries, but the friars still copied books and maintained professional scribes.
Franciscan lectors and masters in theology produced books such as biblical commentaries and
theological treatises. They masters were assigned a socius, who was a younger friar who had spent
a number of years in the Franciscan schools. Examples from Denmark and Ireland show that friars
both wrote and illuminated books. Books were traded and borrowed between friars and also
between friaries. Smaller friaries borrowed from larger ones with bigger libraries. Franciscans
were often on the move moving from one friary to another. They therefore took books with them
on these journeys.
Franciscan scholars associated with Colchester Greyfriars
Three university associated Franciscan friars are connected to Colchester Greyfriars, with a further
one connected to St Mary’s Church in the town. These were Nicholas Fakenham, William
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Woodford, John Tinmouth (Tynemouth) or Maynelyn, and Thomas Kirkham. Of these learned
Franciscans, Nicholas Fakenham will be discussed further below. The friar William Woodford
was Regent Master of Theology for the Franciscans at Oxford. He was a vociferous opponent of
the early Protestant reformer, John Wycliffe and wrote many treatises against him. William
Woodford was possibly buried in the Colchester Greyfriars church in 1397. The next friar we know
of connected to Colchester was John Tynemouth who was educated in Oxford and Cambridge. He
was warden of Colchester Greyfriars in 1493. By 1518 however he had left and become the vicar
of St Botolph's Church in Boston. Finally, Thomas Kirkham was a Franciscan doctor of theology
at Oxford. He was warden of the Greyfriars in Doncaster until the Dissolution. In 1539 he became
rector of St Mary’s in Colchester, however by 1548 he had become rector of St Martin’s Outwich
in London.
The Career of Nicholas Fakenham
Nicholas Fakenham was most likely from
Fakenham in Norfolk. By 1395 he had become a
doctor of theology at Oxford and the 28th
Provincial Minister of the Franciscan Order in
England. In his inception that year on the 5th of
November he lectured on the Papal Schism. This
period between 1378 and 1417 was when there
were two rival popes, one at Rome and another at
Avignon and therefore a period of great crisis for
the Church. This lecture was a masterwork of
argumentation using his deep knowledge of the
bible, papal history, as well as the learned works
of other university masters all couched in a system
of logical argument and counterargument. The
lecture gives us no doubt on the great learning of
both Nicholas Fakenham and those Franciscans
who had been educated in the Order’s system of
scholarship. In 1402 Nicholas Fakenham

Figure 2: A table for calculating the calendar from MS
Ashmole 360, connected to Nicholas Fakenham
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was absolved from being Provincial Minister as he was needed for other work among the
Franciscans, amongst others being appointed commissioner in 1405 by the protector of the order,
Francesco Carbone Tomacelli, the Cardinal-bishop of Sabina. Nicholas Fakenham died in 1407
and was buried at Colchester Greyfriars. He was noted for being a learned, humble, and pious man
in Franciscan histories of the Order. A copy of Nicholas Fakenham’s lecture survives today in the
manuscript London, British Library Harley MS 3768. This manuscript is a theological miscellany
from 1432 relating to the Papal Schism which includes Nicholas Fakenham's ‘Determinatio de
sedando schismate’ and ‘Conclusiones’.
Manuscripts Associated with Nicholas Fakenham
A manuscript, British Library Additional MS 47214, dating from the 14 th century was owned by
Nicholas Fakenham. It contains a chronicle and collection of sermons that he donated to the Kings
Lynn Greyfriars. It does not seem to have
any connection to Colchester Greyfriars.
However, this is not the case for another
Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Ashmole 360,
a composite manuscript compiled in the 15th
century. The Ashmole 360 manuscript
reflects some of the interests of the
Franciscans. It was a learned compilation
that

primarily

dealt

with

astronomy,

arithmetic, and the calculation of the
calendar. It also had a more arcane
secondary focus, that deals with astrology
and geomancy, a form of divination. Finally,
it also includes a copy Geoffrey Chaucer’s
treatise on the astrolabe, a scientific
instrument used for astronomical observation.

Figure 3: The Tower of the Franciscan Greyfriars at Kings Lynn

Both the scientific texts and the more arcane entries are reflective of Franciscan learning. It
reminds one of the interests of learned Franciscans such as Roger Bacon, Bartholomeus Anglicus,
John Peckham and the great sponsor of the Franciscans, Robert Grosseteste. The manuscript is
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divided into eight parts from the 13th century to the 15th century and was compiled around 1450.
There are two letters bound to the first part that link the manuscript to Nicholas Fakenham and
Colchester which will be explored more fully below. An inscription on the third part of the
manuscript is from Friar Richard Pole of the Bodmin Greyfriars. He was licensed to hear
confessions at the Cornish house in 1374.
The Ashmole 360 manuscript included two letters of confraternity from Colchester
Greyfriars. The first of them is from a Franciscan named Friar Johannes who was Guardian of a
friary for Richard Ghonge (or Young) and
his wife Marjory, dated Epiphany 1450.
The second is from Nicholas Fakenham
for John Claxton(e) and his wife
Mathilda, written at Colchester but with
no date. Confraternity letters were issued
in the chapterhouse for the benefactors of
the

friary.

Letters

of

confraternity

allowed participation in masses, prayers,
sermons, fasts and other benefits. Masses
and prayers would be said for the souls of
the dead as if they were a member of the
Franciscan

Order.

The

Bodleian

Ashmolean Collection catalogue notes
that evidence from an inscription of
ownership by an individual member of a
religious house may not, however, be
evidence for institutional ownership. The
manuscript was owned at one point by Dr

Figure 4: The Elizabethan Astrologer Simon Forman

Simon Forman (d. 1611), the Elizabethan astrologer and occultist before being acquired by Elias
Ashmole in the 17th century and into his collection and thereafter to the Bodleian Library in
Oxford. The two Franciscan letters and the inscription by Richard Pole of the Bodmin Greyfriars
would point to Franciscan ownership of this manuscript before the Reformation. The two letters
point to a possible ownership at some point by the Colchester Greyfriars.
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A Dictionary Owned by the Colchester Friary
The manuscript Oxford, Bodleian Library MS. Lat. misc. f. 37. is a work on grammar from the
late 14th century that includes a later note from dating from 1510 concerning a Friar Matthew
Shypman and written by a John Baldwyn who from 1506 to 1522 was Vicar of St Mary’s Church
in Ardleigh. The medieval treatise within is titled Campus florum and made in the Cistercian
Abbey of Merevale in Warwickshire. I have not been able to find out anything more on the Campus
florum text, as the catalogue entry is very brief, apart from that it was a dictionary. The Colchester
connection comes from the 1510 notation on folio 1r which reads: “Memorandum quod Johannes
Baldwyn' vicarius de Ardeleigh' contulit hunc librum Fratri Matheo Shypman' ordinis Minorum
conuentus Colcestr' Anno Domini Millesimo quingentesimo decimo script(um) manu propria dicti
vicarij”. John Baldwyn was Vicar of Ardleigh from 1506-1522, while I have been unable to find
out anything more on Friar Matthew Shypman. The Bodleian catalogue entry again says that
evidence from an inscription of ownership by an individual member of a religious house may not
be evidence for institutional ownership. It would indicate though that the manuscript was in the
Colchester Greyfriars for some time. It is unknown what happened to the manuscript from the
early 16th century until the early 19th century when it was in the possession of Reverend Henry
Knowles Creed, the vicar of St Margaret’s Church in Corse, Gloucestershire. It was brought by
the Bodleian in 1942 from the Viennese-born antiquarian bookseller, Ernst Philip Goldschmidt in
London. A dictionary would be part of the standard collection of grammatical works that any
Franciscan Friary would own.
Conclusion
The evidence that we have of the Colchester Greyfriars has largely been that of its donations and
some artistic depictions of its ruins from the 17th and 18th century. This has allowed the great
historian of the Colchester Greyfriars, the late John Ashdown-Hill, to describe both its appearance
and its development. Further archival research by Ashdown-Hill has helped to elaborate much of
the connections between the Colchester laity and the Greyfriars, as well as details on burials, altars
and some of the guardians and friars who populated the friary. Sue Howlett has continued on this
work with further archival research at the Essex Record Office in Chelmsford. Howlett’s research
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has uncovered further donors, friars, and descriptions of the Greyfriars church. With this current
article I hope to have added something to the intellectual history of the Colchester Greyfriars.
It is possible to see that the
Colchester Greyfriars was the home, at
least for some time, to several learned
scholars of the order, most notably
Nicholas Fakenham. Current research
does not allow us to see if the Colchester
Greyfriars was at least a minor studium
of the order, but it must remain a
possibility, due to its size, books
connected to it and the learned scholars
who resided there. We have two books
connected to the Colchester Greyfriars
and archival work on these manuscripts
will help to elucidate this connection

Figure 5: An Astrolabe from 1388 discovered in Canterbury

further. These books, one a dictionary and another an extraordinary collection of astronomy,
astrology, geomancy, and a treatise on the cutting-edge astronomical instrument the astrolabe point
tantalizingly to the rich intellectual activity of the Colchester Greyfriars.
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